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Starting points for the design
 ▶ Efficient and flexible production
 ▶ Maximal use of gravity (60 m building height)
 ▶ Optimal energy efficiency
 ▶ Feed production for several species, completely separated 
lines within one feed mill

 ▶ Minimised contamination
 ▶ Hygienic separation between various areas of the feed mill
 ▶ Minimal number of operators
 ▶ Spacious design with easy access for operation and 
maintenance

 ▶ Safe working environment
 ▶ High level of automation: operator is decision maker and 
problem solver

Key figures building
 ▶ Prefab concrete building: total weight 31.600 ton
 ▶ All ceilings, walls and floors in the building are coated for 
optimal hygiene

 ▶ Separation walls between areas with different hygiene 
status

 ▶ 52 macro dosing silos of 85 m³ each
 ▶ 96 finished feed silos: 72 x 90 m³ and 24 x 30 m³
 ▶ Personnel elevator 1.600 kg and goods elevator 10.000 kg

Key figures process
 ▶ Intake lines from existing storage, truck intakes for bulk 
material and liquids, big-bag intakes

 ▶ Pre-grinding system with 2 hammer mills and one roller mill
 ▶ Macro dosing with 52 individual dosing scales for 30 
batches of 4 ton each per hour

 ▶ 5 separated 20 t/h production lines each including a batch 
mixer, liquids mixer, hot start hygienising system, pellet mill, 
cooler, crumbler, sieve, coater

 ▶ 96 finished feed silo’s
 ▶ 3 separate loading lanes for different species
 ▶ Each loading lane with 2 moveable robot weighers
 ▶ All silo’s, mixers and bins placed on load cells for optimal 
process control and immediate stock reports

 ▶ Online sensor systems for temperature, pellet quality and 
moisture level as well as for dust, sparks and smoke

 ▶ Automatic inline sampling and sample packing system
 ▶ Highest level of process automation

Feed mill project “KRONAN”
Kalmar Lantmän’s feed mill project “KRONAN” is the latest result of the ‘From concept to completion’ way of working of Van 
Aarsen. A state of the art feed mill build according the highest level of flexibility, hygiene, energy efficiency, automation and 
quality.
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